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Volume conservation principle involved in cell lengthening and nucleus movement during tissue morphogenesis

Michael A. Gelbart, Bing He, Adam C. Martin, Stephan Y. Thibierge, Eric F. Wieschaus, and Matthias Kaschube

Tissue morphogenesis is the process in which coordinated movements and shape changes of large numbers of cells form tissues, organs, and the internal body structure. Understanding morphogenetic movements requires precise measurements of whole-cell shape changes over time. Tissue folding and invagination are thought to be facilitated by apical constriction, but the mechanism by which changes near the apical cell surface affect changes along the entire apical–basal axis of the cell remains elusive. Here, we developed Embryo Development Geometry Explorer, an approach for quantifying rapid whole-cell shape changes over time, and we combined it with deep-tissue time-lapse imaging based on fast two-photon microscopy to study Drosophila ventral furrow formation. We found that both the cell lengthening along the apical–basal axis and the movement of the nucleus to the basal side proceeded stepwise and were correlated with apical constriction. Moreover, cell volume lost apically due to constriction largely balanced the volume gained basally by cell lengthening. The volume above the nucleus was conserved during its basal movement. Both apical volume loss and cell lengthening were absent in mutants showing defects in the contractile cytoskeleton underlying apical constriction. We conclude that a single mechanical mechanism involving volume conservation and apical constriction-induced basal movement of cytoplasm accounts quantitatively for the cell shape changes and the nucleus movement in Drosophila ventral furrow formation. Our study provides a comprehensive quantitative analysis of the fast dynamics of whole-cell shape changes during tissue folding and points to a simplified model for Drosophila gastrulation.

During development, sheets of cells undergo dramatic rearrangements to generate the complex 3D structures of the body and internal organs (1–3). This process, called tissue morphogenesis, results from coordinated cell shape changes and movements that collectively deform tissues (4–7). Although much is known about the role of cell patterning and signaling in tissue morphogenesis, our understanding of how tissues acquire their shapes is relatively immature. Shedding light on this central aspect of tissue morphogenesis requires detailed characterizations of the dynamics of shape changes on subcellular, cellular, and tissue levels. However, available methods for performing the necessary morphological analyses are still relatively rudimentary (8, 9).

An important example of tissue morphogenesis is tissue folding and invagination. Gastrulation, the process in which the basic body plan is laid out, begins in Drosophila with the formation of the ventral furrow and subsequent invagination of the mesoderm primordium (Fig. 1A), a section of tissue that eventually gives rise to muscles and fat bodies (1). Before gastrulation, the Drosophila embryo undergoes cellularization, during which time the syncytial blastoderm is partitioned into individual cells. During cellularization, cell membranes are formed progressing from the apical to the basal end, resulting in cells of stereotypical columnar shape (Fig. 1B, Left). When gastrulation starts, individual cells constrict at their apical end and undergo elongation. Cells then shorten and widen their basal ends, transforming shapes from columnar to wedge-like (6, 10–12) (Fig. 1B, Right). Cell nuclei are initially close to the apical surface but move basally during the early phase of furrow formation (6, 13). These changes concentrated across a large number of cells are thought to underlie ventral furrow formation in Drosophila (1). However, by what mechanism they are controlled and temporally coordinated with one another remains unclear from these studies, which were mostly based on fixed data.

Characterizing the detailed dynamics of cell shape changes helps to elucidate the mechanism governing these changes. In a recent study (14), we observed that apical constriction in ventral furrow cells in Drosophila is highly dynamic. By combining live imaging, image analysis, and genetic methods, we identified a pulsatile actin–myosin network, which reduces apical area in steps, suggestive of a ratchet-like mechanism.

It is conceivable that initial changes in cell length and nuclear position might be secondary consequences of apical constriction and that the associated contractile machinery might, therefore, constitute the major driving force of ventral furrow formation (3, 15) (Fig. 1C, Left). However, alternative scenarios seem plausible, in which separate, albeit sufficiently concerted, active cellular processes drive the sequence of apical and basal cell shape changes (16–19) and the relocation of the nucleus (20, 21) (Fig. 1C, Right). For instance, fibroblast elongation is believed to involve ends of growing microtubules promoting actin polymerization (19).

To shed light on the mechanisms underlying cell elongation and nuclear movement, a precise characterization of the fast spatiotemporal dynamics of whole-cell shape changes in a large number of cells is necessary. Deep-tissue live-imaging techniques provide the means for visualizing outlines of entire cells with a temporal resolution of a few seconds (8). However, most previously proposed methods for studying cell shape changes are restricted to 2D cross-sections of cells (22), whereas those methods enabling whole-cell reconstructions are limited to relatively simple and static shapes (23, 24) or rely heavily on manual editing (25). Here, we therefore developed a cell shape analysis...
is suitable for deep-tissue imaging (Materials and Methods and Fig. 1D). Cell membranes were visualized using a GFP-tagged transmembrane protein (E-Cadherin-GFP). Image stacks covered a section of tissue of about 90 μm in the ventral–dorsal directions and 45 μm in the anterior–posterior directions approximately centered on the ventral midline. The temporal resolution (12–18 s) was chosen to be sufficiently high to capture the dynamics of apical constriction observed in ventral furrow cells (14) (Materials and Methods).

We used EDGE to measure cell shapes from the two-photon image stacks (Materials and Methods and Fig. 1 E and F) (a detailed description of EDGE is provided in SI Text and Figs. S1–S4, and the software is open source and freely available at http://www.code.google.com/p/embryo-development-geometry-explorer/). EDGE identifies cell outlines in individual 2D images based on a sequence of image-processing steps, including bandpass filtering, thresholding, and morphological thinning. Vertices and centroids of individual 2D cell outlines are extracted, and cell outlines are then reduced to the polygons defined by the vertices. EDGE then tracks these polygons across z-stacks and time to form 4D (i.e., three space dimensions and one time dimension) representations of cells. The starting point of tracking is a reference image at some chosen depth and point in time (Fig. 1E). Tracking was checked by visual inspection, and sporadic tracking failures were hand-curated using EDGE’s built-in interface for automated and manual error correction (SI Text and Fig. S1). The accuracy of segmentation and tracking is assessed in Fig. S5.

To use the capabilities of EDGE in understanding whole-cell shape changes, we first automatically estimated the apical and basal limits of each cell at each point in time based on the labeling intensity difference between the cell’s membrane and interior region (Materials and Methods, SI Text, and Fig. S7). By visual inspection of six cells at 11 time points in one embryo, our automated method estimated the cell limits with an error of 1.2 μm (Fig. S7 D and E). Polygons tracked outside the identified cell limits were discarded, and parts within the limits that remained untracked were automatically repaired through extra- and interpolation (Materials and Methods and Fig. S8). We defined a curved coordinate in each cell, called the cell axis, that passes near the center of the cell’s cross-section at each depth from the center of the apical surface down to the center of the basal surface (SI Text, and Figs. S7 and S8). Cell length was defined as the length of this curve. Cell volume was calculated by multiplying the z-resolution of images, Δz (Fig. 1E), by the sum of all polygon areas, adding volumes of repaired cell ends where applicable. Apical area was measured as the cross-sectional area along a plane perpendicular to the cell axis 1 μm below the apical end. To improve tracking of cells moving in depth, segmentations were carried out independently for up to three reference images at different times and then matched based on overlap (SI Text). Finally, strong outliers in measurements were discarded (Fig. S9). Measurement errors were estimated from the fluctuations of measurements at subsequent time points and were typically in the range of 5–10% (e.g., 1.5 μm for cell length, 97 μm² for volume) (Fig. S9). This estimate may be interpreted as an upper bound of the true (random) error given that quantities also change systematically over time.

Apical Constriction, Cell Length, and Cell Volume. Fig. 2A shows six fully reconstructed cells tracked from the stage when gastrulation starts (Fig. 2A, Left) to the phase of near maximal elongation (Fig. 2A, Right). Most cells close to the midline started to constrict apically at about the same time (26) (Fig. 2B). For each embryo, we defined as t = 0 the time point at which the average apical area of cells within 20 μm from the midline started decreasing (Fig. 2C, SI Text, and Fig. S10). In this study, we call this time point the beginning of gastrulation. Shortly after t = 0, cells

Fig. 1. Measuring whole-cell shape changes during ventral furrow formation in Drosophila. (A) Schematic cross-sections through the Drosophila embryo at the beginning of gastrulation (Left) and a few minutes later (Right), illustrating ventral furrow formation and invagination of mesodermal precursor cells. Modified from ref. 36. (B) Shape changes of ventral furrow cells (schematic). (C) Two alternative mechanisms that could underlie cell lengthening and basal movement of the nucleus. (D) Schematic of the imaging approach (Left) and visualized cell membranes in a representative z-slice at 15-μm depth (Right). (Scale bar: 10 μm.) (E) Pipeline for producing cell shape measurements based on EDGE. First, cell outlines are segmented in all image layers (green membranes), and each cell outline is reduced to a centroid with a set of vertices (i.e., a polygon (shown with pink edges, blue dots at the vertices, and red dots at the cell centroids)). Second, polygons are tracked in time and space, starting from a predefined reference image (shown in red on the reconstructed cell), and a 3D reconstruction is built for each cell at each time (grayscale rendering; distance between adjacent polygons: Δz = 1 μm). (F) A representative image patch at high zoom illustrating the accuracy of the polygon approximation (Figs. S1 and S6).

Tool, called Embryo Development Geometry Explorer (EDGE), which is optimized for analyzing the fast dynamics of whole-cell shape changes in three spatial dimensions plus time in planar sheets of cells. Using EDGE, we performed a detailed characterization of the dynamics of cell shape changes during ventral furrow formation, suggesting that apical constriction drives both cell lengthening and nucleus movement by volume conservation of the whole cell and above the nucleus.

Results

Measuring Cell Shapes with EDGE. To visualize whole ventral furrow cells in live embryos, we used two-photon imaging, which
showed marked shape changes, initiating apically and proceeding more basally over time (Fig. 2A). Fig. 2D shows the lengths of the six cells from Fig. 2A. During cellularization, cells elongated with a near constant rate over time. At the beginning of gastrulation, rates increased considerably, manifested by an inflection point in cell length at $t = 0 \pm 1$ min [mean $\pm$ SD; estimated by fitting a linear-constant-linear function to cell length (Fig. S1) in $n = 147$ cells; five embryos]. In contrast, cell volume, which also steadily increased during cellularization, slowed down in rate after $t = 0$ and stayed relatively constant after $t = 5$ min, despite the high elongation rate during this period (Fig. 2E). The maximal volume change in individual cells between $t = 5$ min and $t = 12$ min was $71 \mu m^3$ (5.3% of total volume; SD over same period $= 1.7\%$; average over $n = 147$ cells; five embryos). This finding shows that the volume of individual cells is largely conserved during early ventral furrow formation. An important role of volume conservation in tissue morphogenesis has been emphasized in several model studies (27).

The near coincidence between the onset of apical constriction and a pronounced lengthening (Fig. 2C and D) suggests a relation between these two processes. We observed that, often, considerable steps in lengthening (2–4 $\mu m$) occurred over relatively short periods of time (1–2 min) (Fig. 3A). Moreover, these steps tended to coincide with steps in apical area decrease, albeit showing slightly smoother dynamics (Fig. 3A). In the case of apical area, this step-like behavior was observed previously and interpreted as the result of the ratchet-like contractile dynamics of the actomyosin meshwork driving apical constriction in ventral furrow cells (14). As in ref. 14, we defined the constriction rate as the negative rate of change of apical surface area and compared it with the elongation rate (i.e., the rate of change of cell length) (Materials and Methods). With rates, steps translate into peaks, enabling a more precise comparison. We found that peaks in elongation rate, indeed, often coincided with peaks in constriction rate (Fig. 3B). To test for statistical significance, we analyzed the cross-correlation between the two rates at various points in time (Materials and Methods and Fig. 3C). The correlation was close to zero during cellularization but increased considerably at the beginning of gastrulation (thick red and black line in Fig. 3D). It exhibited two peaks: the first peak seems to reflect a steady increase in constriction and elongation rate at about $t = 0$, whereas the second peak shows a steady decrease at $t = 8$ min when both processes started saturating (compare Fig. 2 B–D). After high-pass filtering the constriction and elongation rates, the correlation was relatively small (thin red and black line in Fig. 3D).

Fig. 2. Whole-cell shape changes and measurements during ventral furrow formation. (A) Six reconstructed cells followed over time (Upper) with $xz$ slices of the raw data (contrast enhanced; Lower). (Scale bar: 10 $\mu m$.) (B) Apical areas of all cells reconstructed in this embryo. (C) Mean apical cross-sectional area of cells close to the midline (distance < 20 $\mu m$) in five embryos. The onset of decrease in average apical area in each embryo was used to define the beginning of gastrulation, $t = 0$ (SI Text and Fig. S10), and to align different embryos in time. (D and E) Length (D) and volume (E) for the six cells from A. In C–E, shaded yellow and red backgrounds mark the periods before and after the beginning of gastrulation, respectively. Data in B–E are smoothed using a Gaussian kernel with $\sigma = 30$ s.
consistent with the observation that lengthening typically exhibits relatively smooth dynamics compared with apical constriction. However, the correlation and its confidence interval were still consistently larger than zero for $0 < t < 10$ min, indicating that lengthening is statistically related even to the very rapid changes in apical area that are associated with the pulsed contractile actomyosin dynamics underlying apical constriction (14).

**Constriction-Induced Basal Movement of Cytoplasm Seems to Drive Cell Lengthening by a Volume Conservation Mechanism.** We next sought to shed light on the mechanism underlying cell lengthening. During cellularization, lengthening is caused by cell growth and associated with an increase in volume (Fig. 2 $D$ and $E$). However, during gastrulation, cell volume changed much less (Fig. 2$E$), suggesting that lengthening was caused by a different mechanism. We estimated the rate of lengthening that was caused by growth by dividing the volume rate (i.e., the derivative of the volume with respect to time) by the basal surface area in each cell. During cellularization, this predicted elongation rate, on average, matched well with the real rate, but the two began to deviate considerably after gastrulation started (Fig. 4$A$). After $t = 5$ min, the predicted rate decayed close to zero, consistent with the small volume change during this period in individual cells (Fig. 2$E$). However, volume conservation suggests that the rate of lengthening could match the rate predicted from constriction-induced apical volume loss. Fig. 4$A$ shows the average negative rate of change of apical volume divided by the basal surface area, where apical volume was defined as the apical 75% (blue curve), 50% (dark gray curve), or 25% (light gray curve) of the cell. During the first few minutes of gastrulation, constriction affected only the most apical cell part (Fig. S12), and thus, the three curves were nearly identical. However, at later times, more basal parts of the cell constricted (Fig. S12). We, therefore, computed the rate of apical volume loss based on the cell’s apical 75%. As expected, this rate, on average, was close to zero during cellularization, but it increased considerably after $t = 0$ and became well-matched to the real elongation rate at about the same time as when total cell volume became largely preserved (Fig. 4$A$). Consistent with Fig. 2$E$, elongation was still partly affected by cell growth over the first few minutes of gastrulation.

In individual cells, often even individual peaks in elongation rate coincided and matched in size with peaks predicted from apical volume loss, but not total volume change, during gastrulation (a representative example is shown in Fig. 4$B$). By computing the time-dependent cross-correlation described in Fig. 3$C$, we found that, whereas during cellularization, changes in cell elongation were correlated with those changes in total volume only, after gastrulation started, they were more strongly correlated with changes in apical volume loss (Fig. 4$C$). Our observations suggest a model in which apical constriction causes cytoplasm to move basally, which along with volume conservation, induces the pronounced increase in cell lengthening during the initial phase of gastrulation (Fig. 4$D$). A more thorough analysis shown in Fig. S13 suggests that the contribution of cell growth is slightly larger and that not all loss in apical volume is transformed into elongation during the early period of gastrulation (before $t = 7$ min). The latter seems to be a consequence of the yolk stalk closing only after this period (Fig. S13).

Because apical volume loss is associated with apical constriction, we next asked whether apical volume loss and signs of pronounced cell lengthening were absent in $cta; T48$ mutants (12, 28), in which the contractile actomyosin meshwork that normally drives apical constriction fails to stabilize (29). During cellularization, cells in $cta; T48$ mutants followed length (Fig. S10$B$) and rate (Fig. 4$E$) trajectories similar to those lengths and rates in WT cells, and we aligned both groups in time based on these measurements. Individual cells in $cta; T48$ mutants underwent fluctuations in apical surface area, but on average, the apical surface area changed very little (Fig. S10$B$) (14). Consistently, we found that $cta; T48$ mutant cells showed little apical volume loss and no phase of pronounced elongation (Fig. 4$E$). Therefore, volume rate continued dominating elongation into the period in which gastrulation would normally proceed (Fig. 4$F$) (the broad peak around $t = 5$ min again reflects the steady decrease in elongation rate over this period). These results show that stabilized actomyosin contractility leading to persistent apical constriction is necessary for the observed apical volume loss and cell lengthening.

**Volume Conservation Principle Underlies Nucleus Movement.** Next, we asked whether a mechanism involving volume conservation could also govern the basal movement of the nucleus during gastrulation. Such a mechanism could account for the fast and orchestrated movement of nuclei (6, 13) that seems necessary for the rapid folding of tissue during ventral furrow formation (Fig. 2$D$). To test this finding, we imaged embryos that were double-labeled with a membrane marker (membrane-Cherry) and a marker for nuclei (histone-GFP) using a confocal microscope.
(Materials and Methods and Fig. 5A). The onset of gastrulation, \( t = 0 \), was identified by the same method as in Fig. 2C.

In individual cells, nucleus movement often proceeded in steps that coincided with periods of pronounced apical constriction (Fig. 5 B and C shows a representative example). Nucleus velocity and apical constriction became strongly correlated around the time that gastrulation started (Fig. 5D). In most cells, nuclei showed a significant basal movement of 6 \( \mu \)m within the first 3 min of gastrulation (corresponding to 50\% of their original depth and 20\% of the total cell length at this time) (Fig. 5E) shows cells from a representative embryo). However, in most cells, the volume above the nucleus was largely conserved over this period (changes were typically less than 10\%) (Fig. 5E, Lower). To better compare the two quantities, we calculated their rates of change and normalized them with their respective values at \( t = 0 \). The result shows that, after gastrulation started, the nucleus moved basally whereas the volume above the nucleus remained largely unchanged (Fig. 5F). These observations suggest a simple model, in which the cytoplasm is an incompressible fluid and the nucleus acts like an impassable piston in a tube. When apical constriction occurs, the apical cytoplasm moves basally, and because it cannot pass the nucleus, it, instead, pushes the nucleus to the basal end of the cell.

**Testing the Volume Conservation Principle.** This model and the model proposed for cell lengthening (Fig. 4D) make the simple prediction that the constriction-induced volume flux passing at the position of the nucleus should match the constriction-induced flux at the basal cell end. To test this prediction, we estimated the flux at the nucleus by multiplying the nucleus velocity by the cross-sectional area at the nucleus. The constriction-induced flux at the basal end of the cell is given by the rate of apical volume loss. Fig. 5G shows that the two fluxes, indeed, match very well over the period during which we can monitor nuclei positions. Note that the two curves are obtained for two different groups of embryos, in which cell membranes were labeled using different fluorescent markers and imaging was carried out with different types of microscopes. The good agreement between the two curves corroborates our hypothesis that volume conservation plays a key role in governing cell shape changes in ventral furrow formation.

**Discussion**

In this report, we introduce a method for quantitatively analyzing whole-cell shape changes in epithelia and combine it with fast two-photon microscopy and genetic approaches to study epithelial sheet bending and invagination in *Drosophila* gastrulation. We show that apical constriction is correlated with both cell lengthening and the basal movement of the nucleus. Moreover, we show that the cell volume lost apically because of constriction reappears basally in the form of lengthening and that the volume above the nucleus is conserved during its basal movement. We conclude that apical constriction-induced basal movement of cytoplasm and volume conservation are the key factors that control both cell lengthening and the nucleus movement. This mechanism differs from previously proposed mechanisms ascribing to microtubules a central role in controlling cell length in epithelial cells (18), fibroblasts (19), and myoblasts (17) as well as nucleus movement (20). Volume conservation seems to be an effective means for localized subcellular force-generating machineries to affect shape changes in much larger structures across entire cells and tissues. Assuming that the cytoplasm acts like a nearly incompressible fluid, this mechanism gives rise to a fast and nearly undiminished transmission of forces across large distances. It also provides cells with the possibility to expand and grow to certain directions, even if their active cytoskeletal components are purely contractive.

**Materials and Methods**

**Fly Stocks and Genetics.** Fluorescent fusion protein stocks: Myosin–GFP (Ii or III; squ–GFP) (30), E-Cadherin–GFP (II; ubi-DE-cad–GFP) (31), membrane-mCherry (29), H2Av-GFP (32), and Spider-GFP (33) are described. Spider-GFP was recombined with cta/Cyo; T48 (28) to generate cta/Cyo; T48 Spider-GFP. Because Cta is maternally supplied, cta; T48 Spider-GFP flies were selected from the balanced stock to produce cta; T48 double mutant embryos.

**Live Imaging**. Embryos used for live imaging were staged in Halocarbon 27 oil, dechorionated with 50\% bleach, washed extensively with water, and mounted ventral side up on the glass surface of a glass-bottomed culture dish (P35G-1.5–10-C;
MatTek Corporation). The glass surface was covered with embryo glue (Scoth tape resuspended in heptane) to immobilize the embryo during imaging. Water was added to the chamber of the culture dish that covered the embryos. All imaging was performed in water at room temperature (∼23 °C).

Live imaging is performed with a custom built two-photon scanning microscope (34) built around an upright Olympus BX51 Fluorescence photons are collected through both an N.A. 0.8 Olympus water immersion objective ×40 LUMPlanFlIR and an N.A. 1.3 oil condenser lens and detected with high quantum efficiency hand-peaked GaAsP photomultipliers (Hamamatsu). The microscope is operated by the Matlab software ScanImage (35) modified to control a piezo objective (Mat) and increase the laser power as we image deeper into the embryo. Images were taken with an excitation wavelength of 920 nm. Stacks of 60 images taken at 1-μm steps were recorded every 12 s (after cells started invaginating, 100 images were recorded every 18 s). The images are 256 × 128 pixels corresponding to 90 (ventral–dorsal) × 45 (anterior–posterior) μm regions. The signal sampling time per pixel was 3.2 μs.

Preparation of embryos for two-channel live-cell imaging was performed as described previously in ref. 14. Membrane-mCherry (29) was crossed to Histone-GFP (32) to obtain flies with one copy of each marker. We imaged embryos from these females. Videos were obtained with a Leica SP5 confocal microscope, a 63×/1.3 N.A. fluorescence imaging objective, an argon ion laser, and a 561-nm diode laser. Images were acquired using a pinhole setting of 1.2 μm. From 2 to 24 embryos and the excitation band pass to 495–550 nm to detect GFP and 578–650 nm to detect mCherry. Stacks of 15 images taken at 2-μm steps were recorded every 5 s. The images are 190 × 512 pixels corresponding to 54 (ventral–dorsal) × 145 (anterior–posterior) μm regions.

**Data Processing.** Each image was clipped at ±2 SD, band pass-filtered (low pass, 2.5 (2.0) μm; high pass, 7.0 (10.0) μm; parameters are given for the two-photon data followed by the confocal data in parentheses if different), and thresholded at −0.4 (0.0) SD. Identified polygons with area <4.0 (2.0) μm² were removed. Polygons in adjacent images were tracked if their centroids differed by <10 μm and their fractional overlap was >50% (50% [depth]; 30% [time]), and each polygon contained the centroid of the other cell. If tracking failed, it was attempted sequentially for up to four subsequent images. After tracking was completed, missing polygons were added by linear interpolation in depth. The apical (basal) cell limit was estimated from the positive (negative) peak of the derivative with respect to z of the difference in average signal intensity between the polygon’s border and central regions (Fig. 57). Polygons tracked beyond the cell limits were removed. Untracked regions at the apical or basal end within the cell limits were repaired by 3D interpolation between all pixels with labeling intensity above 0.50.70 (apical/basal) times the maximum intensity in that region (Fig. 5B).

Measurements were interpolated to a 12-s (5-s) sample rate. All rates were estimated from the difference at subsequent time points after low pass-filtering measurements with a centered Gaussian of width = 30 t to improve robustness. Cross-correlations at time t were calculated on an individual cell basis in a sliding window of length of 6 min (2.5 min) centered at time t. One hundred bootstrap samples were drawn from the set of all considered cells. From this sample, the mean and (2, 98) percentile confidence interval were estimated at each time t.
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